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Fig. S1. Recording paradigm. Table S1 . Number of states and their oscillatory mode specificity. Table S2 . Sharing assembly liquidity across regions and conditions. Table S3 . Matching between substate sequences of different types across conditions and regions. (Fig. 1) , we averaged the power across different frequency bands and compiled all LFP channels into the feature vector Spectra(t). Ziv (LZ) complexity as a function of our measure of complexity. The two complexities were highly linearly correlated, and results of complexity analyses were thus qualitatively the same using either one of the two measures. We plot together results for complexity analyses restricted to SO/nonREM states (light blue dots), to THE/REM states (dark blue dots) or over all states combined (grey dots), as no significant differences were observed between the three groups with respect to the plotted linear trends. 
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